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A Brief Analysis of
Peter Newmark’s
Communicative ...
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semantic translation
are two major
translation methods
put forward by Peter
Newmark in one of
his masterpieces
Approaches to
Translation.
Meanwhile, he
classified the texts
into three types
according to their
functions, namely,
expressive,
informative as well as
vocative texts, and
accordingly explored
the adoption of ST or
CT from the
perspective of the
dominant function of
the text.

A Comparative
Study of Nida
and Newmark’s
Translation
Theories
Semantic and
communicative

translation treat
the following
items similarly:
stock and dead
metaphors,
normal
collocations,
technical Terms,
slang,
colloquialisms,
standard notices,
phaticisms,
ordinary
language. So
much for the
detail, but
semantic and
communicative
translation must
also be seen as
wholes.
A Comparative
Study of Nida and
Newmark’s
Translation
Theories
Translation Theory
by Peter Newmark.

Posted on April 12,
2012by Sebening
Embun. Standar.
Peter Newmark
Peter Newmark’s
dual theory of
semantic and
communicative
methods of
translation.
Newmark defines
the act of
translationg as
transferring the
meaning of a text,
from one language
to another, taking
care mainly of the
functional relevant
meaning.
theory of
semantic and
communicative
methods of
translation
In Peter
Newmark’s
famous book
Approaches to
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Translationtwo
translation
theories are,
introduced:
Semantic
Translation and
Communicative
TranslationHe
claimed that. “
Communicative
Translation
attempts to
produce on its
readers an
effect as close
as possible to
that obtained
on the readers
of the original”.
ERIC -
ED334839 -
Semantic and
Communicative
Translation ...
Both Nida and
Newmark are
outstanding
western theorists

in the field of
translation. Nida’s
dynamic
equivalent
translation and
Newmark’s
semantic and
communicative
translation play an
irreplaceable role
of the translation
in the world. This
paper presents a
detailed analysis
and comparison of
the similarities and
differences
between their
translation theories
comprehensively.
Translation Theory
by Peter Newmark |
Sebening Embun
Blog
Role of Semantics
in Translation
Newmark and
Ogden-Richards

Peter Newmark: •
Peter Newmark has
made a major
contribution to the
theory of
translation. In his
book A Textbook of
Translation (1987)
he has made a
distinction between
faithful translation,
semantic translation
and communicative
translation. A
‘faithful
translation’,
according to
Newmark, attempts
to reproduce the
precise contextual
meaning of the
original within the
limits of the target
language (TL)
grammatical
structures.
Semamtic and
Communicative
Translation 
Communicative
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Translation 
JoSTrans
Interview with
Peter Newmark 
Formal and
Dynamic
Equivalence, and
Semantic and
Communicative
Translation By
Pushpa Raj
Paudel
Newmark’s
Translation
Methods 2
(Semantic
Translation) 
What is
communicative
translation? 
Newmark’s
Translation
Methods 3
(Communicative
Translation) 
Translation
Strategies:
Newmark

Translation Theory
Peter Newmark
Introducing
Translation Studies
(Theories and
applications)
Jeremy Munday -
Summary of
Chapter 3 
Newmark’s
Translation
Methods 1
What is
SEMANTIC
TRANSLATION?
What does
SEMANTIC
TRANSLATION
mean? Mona
Baker Interview -
In other words - a
coursebook on
translation. The
Introduction of
Translation Studies
101 - Explained 
What is the
communicative

approach? Jeremy
Munday, 'An
Introduction to
Translation
Studies' Formal
Equivalent
Translations 
Grammar-
Translation
Method The 5-step
translation process
- it's best practice
for a reason! 6
Theories of
Translation 7
Translation Theory
Equivalence
Orientations or
Types in
Translation 
Translation Studies
- Equivalence
(Peter Newmark) 
Approach to
Translation 
Communicative
English Unit 9:
Translation 8
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METHODS OF
TRANSLATION 
Communicative
Translation - Mr.
Dinh Thanh Son -
Foreign Language
- Vien Dong
College
Translation Shifts
J Catford
Equivalence
Theories Nida,
Ctford, Newmark.
Part One 20 C
Translation
Theories
Newmark:
semantic and
communicative
translation.
Newmark’s
Approaches to
Translation (1981)
and A Textbook
of Translation
(1988) have been
widely used on
translator training

courses2and
combine a wealth
of practical
examples of
linguistic theories
of meaning with
practical
applications for
translation. Yet
Newmark departs
from Nida’s
receptor- oriented
line, feeling that
the success of
equivalent effect is
‘illusory’ and that
‘the conflict of
loyalties, the gap
between emphasis
on ...
Newmark semantic
and communicative
translation Literal
...

(PDF) Semantic and
Communicative
Translation: Two ...
theory of semantic

and communicative
methods of translation
The Concept of
Communicative
Translation Method
| Iqro Metro
This Is Article
AboutThe Concept of
Communicative
Translation Method
Talk about translation
methods, Peter
Newmark divided it
into two main groups
of translation
methods. The first
method that
emphasize on source
language text (SL)
and the second
emphasize on target
language text (TL) .
In the first method,
there are word-for-
word translation,
literal translation,
faithful translation
and semantic
translation.
Newmark:
semantic and
communicative
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translation
Semantic and
Communicative
Translation: Two
Approaches, One
Method
Peter Newmark
translation theory
- SlideShare
Newmark suggests
narrowing the gap
by replacing the old
terms with those of
‘semantic’ and
‘communicative’
translation:
Communicative
translation attempts
to produce on its
readers an effect as
close as possible to
that obtained on the
readers of the
original.
Translation Methods
by Newmark, 1988 |
Linguistik Id
Semamtic and
Communicative
Translation 
Communicative

Translation JoSTrans
Interview with Peter
Newmark Formal
and Dynamic
Equivalence, and
Semantic and
Communicative
Translation By
Pushpa Raj Paudel 
Newmark’s
Translation Methods
2 (Semantic
Translation) What is
communicative
translation? 
Newmark’s
Translation Methods
3 (Communicative
Translation) 
Translation Strategies:
Newmark Translation
Theory Peter
Newmark Introducing
Translation Studies
(Theories and
applications) Jeremy
Munday - Summary
of Chapter 3 
Newmark’s
Translation Methods 1
What is SEMANTIC
TRANSLATION?

What does
SEMANTIC
TRANSLATION
mean? Mona Baker
Interview - In other
words - a coursebook
on translation. The
Introduction of
Translation Studies
101 - Explained What
is the communicative
approach? Jeremy
Munday, 'An
Introduction to
Translation Studies' 
Formal Equivalent
Translations 
Grammar-Translation
Method The 5-step
translation process -
it's best practice for a
reason! 6 Theories of
Translation 7
Translation Theory 
Equivalence
Orientations or Types
in Translation 
Translation Studies -
Equivalence (Peter
Newmark) Approach
to Translation 
Communicative
English Unit 9:
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Translation 8
METHODS OF
TRANSLATION 
Communicative
Translation - Mr.
Dinh Thanh Son -
Foreign Language -
Vien Dong College 
Translation Shifts J
Catford Equivalence
Theories Nida, Ctford,
Newmark. Part One 
20 C Translation
Theories
Newmark:
semantic &
communicative
translation
A semantic
translation attempts
to recreate the
precise flavor and
tone of the original
the though-
processes in the
words are as
significant as the
intention behind the
word in a
communicative
translation. This

semantic translation
is out of time and
local space, where a
communicative
translation is
ephemeral and
rooted in the
context.
A Brief Analysis of
Communicative
Translation and
Semantic ...
Newmark is
criticized for refusing
to distinguish
linguistic meaning
from extra-linguistic
sense, which leads
him to advocate
literal, even word-for-
word, translation and
sometimes to become
entangled in words.
Two dissimilar texts,
one demanding a
communicative
approach (a public
notice) and one for
which a semantic
approach would be
best (a poem), are
used to illustrate the

point.

(PDF) Newmark:
semantic and
communicative
translation ...
(PDF) Newmark:
semantic and
communicative
translation | Sahar
Said -
Academia.edu
Newmark&#39;s
Approaches to
Translation (1981)
and A Textbook
of Translation
(1988) have been
widely used on
translator training
courses 2 and
combine a wealth
of practical
examples of
linguistic theories
of meaning with
practical
applications for
Role of Semantics in
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Translation Newmark
and Ogden-Richards
PETER
NEWMARK’S
TRANSLATION
PROCESS
EXPLANATION
Made By: Zainab
Albasyouni 2.
Newmark defines
translation as ‘’a
craft consisting in the
attempt to replace a
written message
and/or a statement in
one language by the
same message and or
statement in another
language”.

Newmark
Semantic And
Communicative
Translation
translation theory-
semantic
translation and
communicative
translation. And
Newmark defines
semantic
translation as

“attempts to
render, as closely
as the semantic
and syntactic
structures of the
second language
allow, the exact
contextual
meaning of the
original”. Besides,
his communicative
translation
attempts to
produce on its
readers an effect as
close as possible to
that obtained on
readers of the
original.
Communicative
translation focuses
on the reader,
aiming at making
the text more

Literal translation
means word-for-word
in its extreme version
and, even in its

weaker form, sticks
very closely to ST
lexis and syntax.
Importantly, as long
as equivalent effect is
achieved, Newmark
holds literal
translation to be the
best approach: “In
communicative as in
semantic translation,
provided that
equivalent effect is
secured, the literal
word-for-word
translation is not only
the ...
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